
The Nutcracker

The Nutcracker
Original Story:  The Nutcracker and the Mouse King by T.A. Hoffmann (1816)
Music:  Piotr Illitch Tchaikovsky was commissioned to compose the music for a ballet. (1891)
Ballet:  First performed in Russia, 18 December 1892.
 

Recordings Included   mp3s

Overture
March of the Toy Soldiers
Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy
Chinese Dance
The Trepak (Russian Dance)
Waltz of the Flowers

Videos Included   mp4s

The Nutcracker Backstory
The Nutcracker Act 1, Scene 1
The Nutcracker Act 1, Scene 2
The Nutcracker Act 2

Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy
            ----play along
Chinese Dance
            ----movement ideas
The Trepak
            ----movement ideas

Ernst Hoffmann
writer of fantasy stories

Marius Petipa
dancer and choreographer

Pyotr Tchaikovsky
musician and composer
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Focus:  holiday music  * enjoying music and dance

LessonDecemberDecemberDecemberDecember

Review:  conducting,  beat DanceDance(A)MusicMusic(C)

a13

A3.1   describe a variety of dances 
                 from around the world 
                 that they have seen

dance:   ballet

C3.2   identify through listening musical genres from
         varying sources

genre:   orchestral composed for dance
music:  "The Nutcracker"   Tchaikovsky

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1

2

"Musicians need good imaginations and good hands, but the most important thing for a 
musician to have is ... (perhaps let children guess) good ears!  This is a listening game to 
tune your ears up.  Put your hands on your head (leader puts hands on head), 

            put your hands on your knees (leader puts hands on knees), 
            put your hands on your shoulders (leader puts hands on head

 and looks around at students)  Where are your shoulders?   
(Go on quickly.)  

            Put your hands on your head ..."  etc.   
Using a gentle, quiet voice forces students to listen.  Once students are familiar with the game, its 
an excellent way to attract silence.

I usually make up a tune as I play this game with students, however, it works as well with 

the instructions spoken in a very quiet voice.
The juxtaposition of a verbal command to put hands on shoulders against a visual prompt to put 
hands on head, helps tune student attention to audio cues.  And the game is fun.   Keep it slow 
and easy at the beginning.  As students improve, challenge them with speed and varying 
directions  e.g.  "elbows on elbows"?  

Song   Dreidel, Dreidel, Dreidel
              Key G, first note D(low so)

To simplify lessons for the season, warm-ups include one new game 
and suggestions for repeating warm-ups already being used.

Conducting:  Listening Game

Three weeks of December lessons may be used in any order.
Dance/Classical Music:    exploring the story of the Nutcracker

quick time movies included in the curriculum
Christmas in Other Lands:   songs and decorating rhythms  

If you are looking for concert material  ---"Holiday Lights" is multi-cultural, reflecting the 
Grade Two curriculum of holidays around the world.  You may want to make up a rondo to 
go with it using "Deck the Halls" as suggested in the song lesson.   Whatever you choose, 
have fun.

Seasonal Songs:   a smorgasbord of medleys to go with the solstice
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Even if you haven’t seen The Nutcracker, you may recognize  some of the music  selected.

Premiering in Russia in 1892, The Nutcracker was first danced in North America  in 1954.  Since 
that time it has become a staple of the holiday season being performed on skates, in cartoon, in 
parodies as well as in the traditional ballet.  In Canada, Ballet Jorgen presents a “Group of 
Seven” version featuring woodland animals and a one-room rural schoolhouse. 

The focus of this lesson is music and story   --story about how the ballet came to be, and story 
within the ballet.   A performance of The Nutcracker can last between 65 and 130 minutes.   
Instead of attempting to show the entire ballet, the videos included in the curriculum tell the 
story woven around the most well known pieces of music using photos of dance, orchestra 
musicians and short clips of ballet.

The Nutcracker
Original Story:  The Nutcracker and the Mouse King by T.A. Hoffmann (1816)
Music:  Piotr Illitch Tchaikovsky was commissioned to compose the music for a ballet. (1891)
Ballet:  First performed in Russia, 18 December 1892.
 

#1:  About the Nutcracker Ballet(3 minutes)
#2:  Opening of the Ballet--Overture(6 minutes)
#3:   Magic Begins/Mouse Battle--March(4 minutes)
#4:  Act 2--Trepak and Waltz of the Flowers(5 minutes)

There are many excellent productions of The Nutcracker available on youtube.  Simple google 
“nutcracker ballet”.   If you want to show short parts of the ballet  --add descriptive words such 
as  “mouse battle”    “flower waltz”  etc.  and a choice of segments is offered.   If you are a 
classroom teacher, perhaps you could make a “Nutcracker” quiet time (5-8 minutes)  part of 
the day for a week showing different parts of the ballet.  However you choose to use the ideas 
offered, enjoy the spectacle and music of Tchaikovsky.   

Main Dancers
Clara and Fritz (children),  their parents
Herr Drosselmeyer    Clara’s godfather
toy nutcracker  –   Nutcracker prince

mouse army
toy soldier army
guests at Christmas party
snowflakes
waltzing flowers

the Sugar Plum Fairy
and various dancers in magical world

Groups of Dancers Solo Dancers

Story Synopsis    

Christmas party at Clara and Fritz’s house.   All children present receive gifts from Herr Drosselmeyer.   
Clara receives a nutcracker.  Fritz is jealous and breaks the nutcracker.  Party ends.  Family goes to bed.

Clara creeps down stairs, back to the Christmas tree to cradle the nutcracker.  An army of mice attack.  The 
nutcracker comes to life and fights back with the help of Clara and toy soldiers.  The mice are defeated.

The nutcracker changes into a Prince and takes Clara on a magical ride to a new country.   They are greeted 
by the Sugar Plum Fairy and are entertained by dancers from around the world.   The entertainment ends 
with everyone, including Clara waltzing.

When Clara wakes up she is under the Christmas tree with the nutcracker in her arms.
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Telling
I f possible (no nut allergies in class), bring some nuts, an ordinary nutcracker and a “Christmas Nutcracker”.

The Nutcracker Story with Music and Dance

"Does anyone know what this is?  (Show the ordinary nutcracker.)   Yes, it works like this. 
(Demonstrate.)  Sometimes people like to make ordinary, useful things into fun, useful things 
like this. (Show a Christmas Nutcracker or picture.) 

*pull on the beard to open 
the mouth, insert nut then 
use the lever on the back to 
close the mouth, cracking 
the nut
note:  There are many 
“fake” dolls sold that look 
like nutcrackers but do not 
a c t u a l l y  w o r k  a s  a  
nutcracker

OR
Show the “Back Story” 
video which includes 
photos of the people, 
and a promo from The 
Nutcracker which gives 
a taste of the story.  If 
you have 2 music 
periods this week, save 
the Back Story video as a 
review activity for the 
second lesson.

 A long time ago, before TV or cars, a man named T. Hoffmann 
wrote a story about Nutcrackers.  A choreographer named 
Marius Petipa,  enjoyed the story.  He  wanted to see it done in 
the theatre with live performers dancing the story.  But there 
wasn’t any music for the dance.  He commissioned/hired  a 
musician named Tchaikovsky to compose music, and so he did.  
That’s the story you’re going to hear and see now.   Maybe you 
know this story,  if so, don’t give away the ending.  Settle in, 
make yourself comfortable where you can see the 
screen/whiteboard.”

The Back Story

Ernst Hoffmann
writer of fantasy stories

Marius Petipa
dancer and choreographer

Pyotr Tchaikovsky
musician and composer
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Overture/Beginning of Story

The “Overture” video includes telling the beginning part of the story 
using photos of dance and orchestra players.  Immediately following 
the storytelling, the overture is replayed with some of the same 
photos.   Students may be encouraged to simply remember the story 
in their minds as they watch,  or   stop/start the video and ask what 
part of the story is being shown.

Christmas Eve and there is a party at Clara and Fritz’s house.  Grown-
ups and children have come in bright new clothes chosen specially for 
tonight.  Everywhere you look there people dancing, presents waiting 
to be opened, delicious treats to be eaten and decorations sparkling.  
Best of all is a big Christmas tree.

There’s a  knock at the door.  In comes Clara’s godfather, Herr 
Drosselmeyer, carrying a bag full of gifts.  The children  run over to see 
what he has brought.  Herr Drosselmeyer reaches into the bag and 
pulls out a toy train, and then a doll, and then tin soldiers.  One by one, 
each of the waiting children is given a new toy until only Clara is left.  
She looks up at her godfather and waits.  He pretends there is nothing 
left in the bag.   

Just as Clara is turning away, Herr Drosselmeyer reaches one more 
time into the bag and pulls out an elegant nutcracker.  Clara is 
delighted!  Her parents and their friends come to admire the 
Nutcracker.  Fritz is jealous of Clara’s gift.  He grabs the Nutcracker and 
breaks it. 

Christmas Eve
Party

Godfather
arrives with
presents

Clara is given
a Nutcracker,
brother is jealous

party ends,
family goes to bed

Time for the party to end.   The guests leave.   Clara, Fritz and their 
parents go upstairs to bed.

Where will the story go?

“It seems like this is the end of a story,  yes?  But, its really just 
the beginning.   Who did we meet in this beginning?  (Clara, Fritz, 
parents, godfather, guests at party)   Who do you think is the most 
important character in the ballet?  (encourage ideas and reasons)

Now, let your imagination do some dreaming.  The ballet is 
called The Nutcracker.   What do you imagine might happen next 
in the story?
.........
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Toy Soldier March/Mouse Battle
The next video begins with Clara coming back down the stairs to get her nutcracker.    
A series of photos and short dance segments show various versions of the mice 
fighting with the nutcracker and toy soldiers.  After the story is told, the music is played 
with a kind of music map using photos of orchestra players to highlight changes in the 
music.  The video ends with a brief look at one version of choreography showing men 
as the toy soldiers.

Ask students to stand.

Recap what is happening.   

“Why are there different costumes and sets for the scenes?”  
(different productions in different places because this ballet is danced all 

around the world).  Show the flashcards with Canadian National 
Ballet costumes and explain how The Nutcracker is a holiday 
tradition in many places in Canada.

Re-cap and Miming

“Tell one thing that happened in this part of the ballet.”

Jot a couple of words from the “one thing” on a flashcard, put it 
on the pocket chart.   Continue until there are at least 7 or 8 
“one thing” cards.

Challenge the class to put them in the order they happened. Clara on
the stairs

mice creep
around

nutcracker
raises sword

mice fight

toy soldiers
join in

mouse king
carried off

Clara holds
nutcracker

1.  Hold up the flashcard of a mouse  --invite students to 
make their bodies be like a mouse in the ballet.
2.  Repeat with toy soldiers.

The Nutcracker comes to life.  He rallies the tin soldiers and 
together they battle the army of mice.  Clara helps.  She grabs the 
Mouse King by the tail and twirls him in a circle.   The mouse army 
retreats, taking their King with them.

But Clara can’t sleep.  As the clock strikes midnight, she creeps 
down the stairs towards the Christmas Tree.  There are sounds of 
small feet scampering across the floor.  It’s an army of mice!   
Clara tries to run away, but the mice stop her.    Is she dreaming?

Clara at night
mice attack
Is it a dream?

Nutcracker
comes to life
battle ensues

Nutcracker
changes to Prince
travel with Clara
to new world

Magically, the Nutcracker changes into a prince.  A sleigh appears.  
Clara and the Nutcracker Prince climb into the sleigh and travel to a 
different world. 

End of Act 1

Christmas
tree grows

nutcracker
turns into
a prince

There is an additional activity for 
the music played in this part  (the 
March) described in the second 
lesson for this week “13b”.  If you 
have two lessons this week, leave it 
for another day.  If you have only 
one music lesson this week, you 
may want to skim over other parts 
of the lesson to make time for 
reading/miming the music map for 
the March.   See description in 
Lesson 13b.

Sit.   “Which would you like to dance if you were in the ballet?   
Why?”

“Ready to watch again?   Try to see how the dancers show 
the battle without hurting each other.”   (If you’re feeling 
adventurous it would be fun to try to stage this scene to the march 
music later.)    Replay the mp4 for this section.
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Sugar Plum Fairy/greeting in Magical Land of the Sweets(Candy Land?)

After greeting Clara and the Nutcracker Prince, the Sugar Plum Fairy 
introduces them to the many, varied people who live in this world.  As 
these people come forward dancing, their costumes remind Clara of 
the stories her godfather told her about his travels to far off countries 
like Spain, China and Egypt.  The dancers bring sweets from their 
part of the world.   A few of the people remind  Clara of her own 
country, Russia.

 
Sugar Plum Fairy

meet with
varied people 
of new world

Clara and the Nutcracker Prince are greeted by dancing snowflakes, 
fairies and their queen, the Sugar Plum Fairy.

Chocolate  – Spanish Dancers  (Chocolate came from Mexico)
Coffee   --Arabic Dancers
Tea   –  Chinese Dancers
Candy Canes  – Russian Dancers  (the Trepak)
Marzipan  – Danish Shepherdesses/Reeds
Gingerbread  –  Mother Ginger and her small ones

“That was exciting eh?  And now Clara is on a journey.  I like to travel.  I’ve never 
gone anywhere in a magical sleigh, but I have been to (fill in the blanks with one of 
your travels).  When I was there I got to eat  (something particular to where you traveled).  
It was delicious/  or  I’m not sure I liked it, but I’m glad I tried it.”   Give students a 
few minutes to contribute a traveling food experience.  (If possible, point to countries 
named on a globe.)

“When Clara and The Nutcracker Prince arrive the people in this new place offer 
them things to eat and drink from many places.   See if you can guess the special 
foods that come from these places. as you watch the rest of the story.”

video of Act 2

Guide students through naming the special foods presented by dancers from different 
parts of the world.   Photos of dancers from Spain, Arabia and China are included in the 
“Nutcracker file”.  

“Now imagine you lived in that magical world.   What kind of food would you 
offer to visitors?    Where is that food from?”

“Imagine you are a traveler to the magical world.   Which of the foods offered 
would you like best?

See Lesson 13b for musical activities to go with this section.   As always, you may choose to 
include some of them in this lesson if you have only one music period a week.
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Waltz of the Flowers/The Journey Ends

At the end of the introductions, the fairies dance  with the flowers.  
Suddenly everyone is waltzing  --twirling, gliding to extraordinary 
music.    Clara joins in the dance.

When Clara wakes, she is under the Christmas tree with the 
Nutcracker in her arms.   Visions of Sugar Plum Fairies keep Clara 
company for the rest of that Christmas Day and through the years 
that follow.

flowers, 
faeries, and
Clara dance

Clara wakes up
Nutcracker
in her arms

“All stories come to an end.   What happened at the end of this story?

Guide students in naming what happens at the end of the ballet.

“How did you feel about the ending?

“Was there something else you wish the ending had showed?

“If the story was yours,  how would you make it end?”

New RepertoireNew Repertoire

Extra Time?    Extra Time?    Be ready to fill in any extra time this period using songs with actions or 
movement.

Suggestions A Sailor Went to Sea, Sea, Sea     clapping game
Turkey In The Straw
Pass One Window
Ha Ha This-A-Way
All Together  (standing when singing)

The Nutcracker
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Conducting:  The Listening Game
Body:  Stretches

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review

Nutcracker IdeasNutcracker IdeasWarm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/DanceAA

BB

CC

Focus:  participation,  acceptance of each other's voices
DecemberDecemberDecemberDecember Lesson

Expectations and curriculum goals are the same as 
in the “a” lesson each week.

DanceDance(A)

MusicMusic(C)

b13

The Nutcracker   — Story Line

The Nutcracker  — Trepak
The Nutcracker  — Chinese Dance

Melody MappingMelody Mapping

Visual Art – Designing CostumesVisual Art – Designing Costumes

The Nutcracker  — The March

Playing AlongPlaying Along
The Nutcracker  —  Sugar Plum Fairy

DD

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review
The Nutcracker   — Story Line

The story-cards each have part of the story.   
Simple Method:   Place the cards for the first section on the 
pocket chart.   Ask students to order them re storyline.   
Read the story.  Repeat with each of the other sections.

Active Method:   Give each student one of the cards.  First 
task is for students to group themselves together into 
sections.   The easiest way to do this is to name a section 
and ask students who think their story piece belongs to 
come forward.  If students are “readers” try simple posting 
the section names in different parts of the classroom and 
ask students to find their section.   
The second task is for students in each section to form a line 
in the order of the story pieces.
When all groups are assembled.   Ask each student to read 
their story piece to tell the story   OR   place the cards o the 
pocket chart in the order suggested by students, and read 
them together as a class (making corrections when needed).

Overture-The Beginning
March  -  The Mouse Battle
Waltz of Flowers
      - Magic Land to  End of Story

Story Sections as Told
in the Previous Lesson

See Story-Cards
on the next page    .....

When the story has been retold, invite students to decide (vote maybe) which part of the story to 
watch again on video.
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Mice creep
around.
Mice attack.

Christmas Party

Godfather 
arrives 
with presents.

Clara is given 
a nutcracker.

Her jealous 
brother breaks 
the nutcracker.

Party ends 
and the
family goes 
upstairs to bed.

Clara comes 
back downstairs.

The nutcracker 
comes to life
and helps Clara.
Toy soldiers
join in.

The battle 
continues.

Clara grabs
the mouse 
king’s tail.

Mouse army 
retreats.

The nutcracker 
changes 
into a Prince.

Clara and the 
Nutcracker Prince
travel in a sleigh.

Clara and the
Nutcracker Prince
arrive in a 
magical land.

The Sugar Plum 
Fairy greets 
Clara and 
the Prince.

Dancers bring
treats to give 
Clara and the 
Nutcracker Prince.

Flowers appear.

Everyone dances.

Clara wakes up
under the 
Christmas tree
holding the 
nutcracker.

Clara remembers
this Christmas 
for the 
rest of her life.

Story-Cards for Retelling   The NutcrackerThe Nutcracker
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Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/DanceAA
The Nutcracker  — Trepak
The Nutcracker  — Chinese Dance

There are many ways to follow-up a visit with The Nutcracker.   Either use one of 
your favourites in visual arts, dance, drama   OR   try a few of the ones below.

The Trepak(Russian Dance) and the Chinese Dance are favourites for 
adding movement.  It won’t be ballet, but it honours the idea of setting 
motion to music to tell the story.    Pieces of  my current favourite 
choreographies are seen in the mp4s for these dances.

Choose one of the dances to try.
Show the country on the globe.   Watch the video together, then 
discuss, have students stand and try dancing with the video.   After 
some practice, turn the visual off of the video and dance simply to the 
music. 
 

I attempted to contact 
the originators of the 
youtube videos but 
was unsuccessful.   If 
anyone associated 
with these videos uses 
this curriculum, please 
contact me.   It is my 
understanding that 
t he se  cop i e s  f o r  
educational purposes 
only  are a l lowed 
within the fair-use laws 
of Canada.

BB Melody MappingMelody Mapping
The Nutcracker  — The March

Post a large copy of the music map.
Ask students to follow the map with a finger drawing in the air.   As 
they do this, use a pointer to follow the written map.  Play the music 
once through.

Now, warn students that you will begin mapping the music with 
them, but then stop.   They are to continue.   Students need to be 
ready to come to the front and point to where in the map the music 
is whenever you stop it.   (You’ll need to keep track as you start and 
stop the recording.)  Try this several times.

Explain that when people draw music maps, they get to make up 
whatever lines they want to show what they hear in the music.   
Show the visual with 3 different ways to map the opening segment.   
Invite a student to come forward and draw yet another way.

Explore the large music map to see how the map shows when 
music repeats or changes.

Give each student paper and crayons.  Play the opening segment 
of the music as they create their own way to draw the pattern.

When all students have a “method” ready, play the whole piece of 
music.  Whenever students hear the beginning theme, they are to 
draw their pattern on the paper.

www.artiealmeida.com

Arti Almeida has some wonderful ideas to engage students in creative movement 
and music.  Take a look at some of her youtube videos or check out her website.

Below are three different music 
maps for the same, opening 
phrase of The March.  Which one 
fits the way you hear the music?

Just for fun:  Replay the video of The March.  Challenge students to anticipate the cymbal smashes, by 
being ready to clap hands when the little man appears on screen.

Form:    A    C     A
The March   from The Nutcracker
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CC Visual Art – Designing CostumesVisual Art – Designing Costumes

Playing AlongPlaying Along
The Nutcracker  —  Sugar Plum Fairy

DD

Generate a list of characters in the ballet.
Students are to choose one character and draw a picture showing a costume for that 
character to wear.   Challenge them to think carefully about what colours might be used, and 
what props might help the stage illusion.

When character drawings are completed, quickly re-tell the story with students “showing and 
telling about” their designs when each character first appears in the story.   

The Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy is very 
distinctive and simple to play along with while 
reading rhythm symbols students already know!   

Post the music where everyone can see it.

Set a steady beat. 
  
1.Students read and clap the rhythm names.

2.Students read the rhythm names, and use two fingers (pretend chopsticks/rhythm sticks) to 
tap the rhythm.

3. Students use rhythm/chop sticks to play the rhythm.

4. If you have rhythm cymbals or metal spoons, add them to the mix playing the same rhythm.  
(Triangles have a very long ring and tend to muddy the music when used in this song.)

5. Show the video and play along.

6. Ask:  “Why do you think Petipa wanted the celesta to be a secret?”  (All answers are 
speculation which makes it an interesting question.)

Variation:  Tap the rhythm with feet to make a dance for the music.  When feet are secure 
on the rhythm, challenge students to move their arms and hands in flowing/ballet 
movements.

Can Do Music 2   December  Lesson 13b ends here.

Take a look at the Sugar Plum Fairy mp4 
for information about sugar plums and 
the celesta.
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The March   from The Nutcracker
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The March   from The Nutcracker
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Rhythm Pattern played by the Celesta 
in the Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy 
from The Nutcracker

c. Lesley J Clare 2017 part of Can Do Music
permission given to copy for classroom or home use
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